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In a feat of brilliance, Gulf College now ventures into the second level of audit after surpassing the Institutional Standards Assessment (ISA)’s initial process.

POISED. The ISA Panel at the helm of GC’s 2nd Level Audit.

The ISA Panel, consisting of
Dr. Ahmed Al Kindi, Dean of
the College of Economics,
Management
and
Information System, University of
Nizwa, Oman, Mr. Chris
McIntyre, Dean of Cultural
Affairs, University of Hert-

Tantamount to the international academic prestige
of Gulf College and Cardiff
Metropolitan
University,
UK, Dr. Issa Al Bulushi,
Chairman of the Board of
Directors and Vice Chair
of the Board of Trustees;
Prof. Taki Al Abduwani,
GC Dean; Dr. Mohanned Al
Obaidi, Dep. Dean for Academics and Research; Dr.
Khalid AbuZayed, HoF,
FBMS; Mr. Masood Ahmad
Khan, HoF, FFS; (Page 4)

COMPETENT. GC Dean Prof. Taki Al
Abduwani during his presentation in
CMet.

fordshire (UH), Professor
Diane Meehan, Emeritus
Professor, Liverpool John
Moores University, Dr. Kiran
G R, Deputy Dean - Academic Affairs, Middle East
College, Oman, Prof. Mohammed Badr Eldin Aboul-

The Oman Academic Accreditation Authority (OAAA) is currently
tasked to spearhead the second stage of Institutional Accreditation: Institutional Standards Assessment (ISA) of the college. The
GC ISA visit took place at GC, where the ISA Panel met academic
and administrative staff, students and members of the Board as
well as other stakeholders. The Panel also toured learning facilities and reviewed documents submitted for the ISA process.
Ela, Chair, Director of Graduate Studies, Director of
Faculty Recruitment & Development,
and
Dean,
Mansoura University, met
with the Review Director,
Ms. Hannah Manogaran in
OAAA offices in preparation

for the ISA visit. The Panel’s
deliberations will now continue and shall constitute
overall institutional accreditation for Gulf College. The
subsequent results shall be
approved by the OAAA
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APT. The Gulf College compendium under the triumphant leadership of Dr. Issa Al Bulushi, Chairman of the Board of
Directors and Vice Chair of the Board of Trustees (center).

The successful academic
partnership between Gulf
College (GC) and Cardiff
Metropolitan
University,
UK was manifested as GC
Dean Prof. Taki Al Abduwani garnered praise for
his presentation entitled
“Global Education without
Borders”.

The aforementioned paper
is a pertinent discussion on
the management and curricular structures of modern
higher education institutions,
particularly the internationally-acclaimed model of Gulf
College (in alliance with
CMet). The topic is in consideration of their visit in

Cardiff Met University where
the main aim is to see and
meet other partner universities and learn about global
education through various
presentations by competent
facilitators and partner universities around the world.
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Editorial Board: Dr. Issa Al Bulushi and Dr. Taki Al Abduwani
(Chairmen and Publishers), Dr.
Shameena Mehtab ( Critic ),
Dr. Romeo C. Castillo (Editor in
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Gulf College has foreseen the growing demand of Pearson Test of English Academic (PTE) to fulfill the need of language proficiency test that
accurately measures the English competency of GC students.

ACCORDED. Ms. Aisha Ghazi Haider, PTE Manager (right),
with Pearson London’s representative.

To address this, Ms. Aisha Ghazi
Haider, PTE Manager and Mr.
Masood Ahmad Khan, FFS HoF
went to Pearson Office in London to
discuss matters of mutual collaboration with GC PTE. Most important
points were discussed which were
PTE approval by U.K. border agency needs to be followed up by Pearson in UK and PTE preparations
training for Gulf College staff were

discussed and to be approved. GC
is on the right foot to discuss some
concerns in the PTE structure and
some salient points to mend the
centre, Ms. Aisha has the chance to
ask some pertinent questions to
improve the management of GC
PTE which is why their meeting with
the heads of PTE London was so
indispensible and timely.

Gulf College (GC) in affiliation with Cardiff Metropolitan University
(CMet) has launched a series of workshops keyed on the enhancement
of student support services, concepts and practices for the welfare of
its stakeholders.
dents and modules have the correct

ACCORDED. Ms. Aisha Ghazi Haider, PTE Manager (right),
with Pearson London’s representative.

Board and published on the OAAA website, along
with the ratings against each of the national institutional accreditation standards and criteria applicable to Gulf College.
Gulf College is set to undergo the second level
audit on institutional standards for another five
years (2017-2021). The first stage, in 2011, was a
self-assessment. This year 2017 is a summative
assessment of 8 standards, 72 criteria and 439
indicators. The external audit focused on the GC
programmes and faculties—a prior quality check
for the OAAA. Prof. Taki Al Abduwani, Dean, and
Dr. Shameena Mehtab, Deputy Dean for Quality
Assurace and Partnerships, already launched a
series of workshops to prepare the two other Deputy Deans, Heads of Faculties, Centre Managers,
Administrators, Coordinators and staff in the

Mr. Gareth Evans, Senior Registry
Officer, CMet, conducted series of
workshops on; enrollments, withdrawals, suspensions and transfers,
exam board preparation, submitting
marks and deadlines, reporting AUP
and MCs, reading the paperwork,
presenting results, setting retrievals
at the exam board and resolving
chairs actions. When it comes to
post enrollment, Mr. Evans mentioned that registry officer will contact the CRA to perform some
checks, optional modules will need
to be confirmed, students who are
repeating the year are enrolled correctly, students must be reported
who returned from suspension, correct modules are attached to stuprocurement and production of
documents and materials necessary in improving the the quality
manual, staff induction manual,
quality plan, staff development
reports, tutor monitoring system,
monthly reports, student progression/ retention rate, feedbacks
mechanism workshop reports,
handbooks, procedure manual,
plagiarism, complaints, appeals
and student induction plan, and

assessment patterns and weightings.
Regarding submitting marks and
deadlines; a mark sheet will be sent
to Academic Registry upon confirmation, 10 working days before the
exam board on order to resolve
issues earlier. Compliance with
deadlines is recorded and reported
to the University Collaborative Provision Committee.
Notable attendees in the series of
workshops were the Deputy Deans,
Heads of Faculties, Centre Managers, Coordinators, Administrators,
Programme Leaders and other staff
related to the purpose of the visit.

documentation for communication services. All pertinent documents are now under collation.
The three faculties (Faculty of
Foundation Studies, Faculty of
Computing Sciences, and Faculty of Business and Management
Studies) worked doubly hard for
the preparation of updated module handbook, personal tutoring
documentation, learning from
the seniors, among others.

What’s Up in Oman?
Oman is ranked 4th safest country
in the world for visitors, according
to a recent World Economic Forum
(WEF) report
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Dr. Alrence S. Halibas, Programme Leader of GC’s Faculty of Computing Sciences, frontiered innovations in the quality assurance and management of
higher education institutions in Oman, as she presented her comprehensive
study at the International Network for Quality Assurance Agencies in Higher
Education (INQAAHE) in Manama, Bahrain.

Dr. Alrence S. Halibas
FCS Programme Leader

Dr. Irene C. Taguinod
FFS Lecturer

Dr. Irene C. Taguinod, a lecturer from
GC’s Faculty of Foundation Studies
(FFS), recently represented the college
at the IAM International Conference in
Japan, an event centred on global discussions about the latest cutting-edge
innovative technologies and managerial
theories in the field.
Dr. Irene presented her in-depth analysis
on Green Computing, and its significance
on a macro level. By definition, Green computing is the practice of using computing
resources efficiently. The study was conducted at Gulf College Muscat Oman to
measure the level of awareness and practices of the respondents about Green Computing
especially
with
regards
to:
knowledge and concepts; issues and problems about the environment, among others.

Her study identified and analysed participating institutions’ best practices in
accordance with key areas and outcomes. It used document analysis of
HEIs practices using OAAA Quality
Audit reports from 2011 to 2016
through thematic coding and categorising.
Her study revealed that there is a significantly high number of recommenda-

tions in colleges which indicates that
research planning and management in
colleges are underdeveloped. Conversely, the universities in Oman have
reached a considerable degree of quality in their research planning and management that includes comprehensive
research strategies that are aligned
with their institutional strategies and
planned development to forward their
research success and outcomes."

GATHERED. HOF-FFS Mr. Masood Khan and the rest of the faculty deliberate with Progrmme Review.
Staff Student Liaison Committees.

Cognizant to Gulf College’s mission
of promoting the welfare of the students and improving the programme, the Faculty of Foundation
Studies, under the leadership of Mr.
Masood Ahmad Khan, HoF held a
number of meeting with the programme review and staff student
liaison commitees. Present during
the meeting were Dr. Mukul Madahar, HoF’s, Centre Managers, Academic Registrar, Programme Leaders, Staff Student Liaison representatives, students, and faculty staff.

The programme leaders gave feedback
about the GFP modules while student
representatives presented their feedbacks on the modules and induction.
Dr. Mukul Madahar welcomes all staff
and students as members of Cardiff
Met family. He encouraged everyone to
become independent learners and
workers. LRC head made mentioned
that students in the foundation level
can avail books in the LRC intended for
them while Mr. Manhal head of the IT
Centre said that all the computers are
updated. The general feedbacks zeroed in on proper hygiene.

Meanwhile, Dr. Issa Al Bulushi, Chairman of the Board of Directors and Vice Chair
of the Board of Trustees thanked Cardiff Met officials for a heartfelt welcome given
to them and recognition to the value of International Partnerships which was the
core theme of the conference. This gives Gulf College a comprehensive perspective
of how to grow and enhance their relationship with Cardiff Met University and other
partner universities.
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Student Activities, Language

GC congratulates our faculty
members and students for their
first approved FURAP Research
Projects!
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GC’s Centre for Student Affairs (CSA) once again proves its
prowess in multiple fields as it recently hosted Oman’s prestigious Interschool Badminton Championships, with the overwhelming stewardship of Dr. Issa Al Bulushi, Chairman of the
Board of Directors and Vice Chair of the Board of Trustees and
Prof. Taki Al Abduwani, College Dean, with the overall supervision of Mr. Mohammed Fouad, Manager, Centre for Student
Activities and his staff.
Participating schools came
from; Indian Wadi Kabir, Muscat International, Ahmed Bin
Majid, KGIS, Madinat Sultan
Qaboos, Philippine School, Al
Wataya, Al Gadh Al Mushriq,
Al Rawadh, Sri Lanka, Indian
Seeb, Al Wataniya. The
games were divided into boys
and girls and participating
teams on ages 19 and above.
They fought valiantly to
achieve the much coveted
sports title. It was a battled
neck and neck at the commodious arena of Gulf College as
witnessed by badminthon enthusiasts, supporters, coaches
and teachers. At the end of the
stands, the teams from Indian
Wadi Kabir, Indian Seeb and
Philippine School bagged the

1st and 2nd and 3rd awards respectively for classes of 20022003 while winners of classes
10, 11 and 12 went to Indian
School, Ahmed Bin Majid and
Wataya Schools for 1st, 2nd, and
3rd places. Winners for age 19
and above went to Indian Seeb,
Al Wataniya and Philippine
School.
For the women division, the
winners of class 2002-2003
were Indian School, MIS and
Philippine School; for classes
10, 11, and 12 were; Sri Lanka,
Al Gadh Al Musriq and Indian
Wadi Kabir while age 19 winners belong to Sri Lanka, Wataya and Indian Wadi Kabir for
the first, second and third places respectively.

COMPETITIVE. The GC badminton team accompanied by their coaches.

Ms. Aisha Ghazi Haider, PTE Manager; Mr. Raviraj Shetty,
Academic Registrar; Mr. John Chacko, QA Coordinator; Ms.
Mradula, PL, FBMS; and Ms. Antonia Lamers, CB Manager
featured as the most esteemed guests at the CMet University Partner Conference 2017. The conference aims, in part,
to bolster the scholastic partnership enjoined by both institutions.
With the theme “Global Education without Borders”, the GC
officials joined CMet Management Heads and other partner
universities with the ultimate aim of seeing and meeting
other partner universities of Cardiff Met University and learnt
about global education through various presentations given
by facilitators of partner universities and Cardiff Met.

Gulf College sustains its venerated purpose of collaborating with other countries and cultures to promote the exchange of Higher Education practices among international students.
In line with this, Dr. Irene Pineda Villareal, Centre for Languages and Cultural Studies (CLCS)
Manager embodied Gulf College in the launching of French Language and the Francophonic
week in Oman. She was given the chance to witness the French Song concert given by Les
P’tites Ouvreuses.
GC recently launched a crash
course in the French language
to the staff, students, and other external clients. His Excellency Roland Dubertrand, Ambassador of France in the Sultanate of Oman, and Mrs. Marjane Marzban received a memento from Gulf College, as

presented by Dr. Irene Pineda
Villareal. The receiving party
likewise returned the gesture in
solid agreement with Gulf College. The meeting with French
Ambassador centered on the
recognition of Gulf College in
France as well as French Universities.

GC also extended appreciation for the interest of
France to collaborate and
showed hospitality and diplomacy conveyed by the
embassy.
GRATEFUL. His Excellency Roland
Dubertrand,
Ambassador
of
France, (right) receive a memento
from GC.

